Neutron spectroscopy in the meV and meV regime and quasielastic scattering is applied to characterize the dynamics of methyl groups of methyl fluoride guest molecules in cubic I CH 3 F-water clathrate. Only above T B 60 K quasielastic spectra are unaffected by quantum effects. They are well described by two Lorentzians representing the CH 3 F species in the small and large cages of the structure. The intensities show that both cages are completely filled. The linear broadenings with temperature follow the model of rotational diffusion. Two clearly separated tunneling bands were observed at T ¼ 4.2 K and are also assigned to the two types of water cages. Disorder of the environment (H-bonds) is reflected in the shape of the bands. For the less hindered species housing the large cages the tunneling band can be quantitatively converted into a potential distribution function within the model of single particle rotation. Transitions to excited rotational states show the dominance of a sixfold potential term V 6 ¼ 13 meV modified by a weak threefold term distributed around a characteristic value V 3 ¼ 0.9 meV. The potential distribution of V 3 influences the barrier for classical reorientation only weakly in agreement with the results from quasielastic data. Adsorption sites with the guest molecules oriented towards a hydrogen bond along one of twelve local twofold axes of the cage are proposed. Such sites are consistent with the sixfold rotational potential and earlier results from methyl iodide clathrate. Rotation-translation coupling as an alternative dynamical process is excluded.
Introduction
Partly due to the discovery of methane clathrates as one of the largest energy reservoirs on earth 1 inclusion compounds have newly gained the interest of the public and the scientific community. The material became commonly known as 'burning ice'. Beside such natural systems chemists are able to combine many different host and guest molecules into a fascinating variety of inclusion compounds. [2] [3] [4] A nearly universal versatility in the choice of guest molecules may allow to enclathrate biologically interesting substances for which the ordered water cage may be considered as a model hydration shell. 5 If the host lattice is composed of water the compounds are called clathrates. 3 The water cages are stabilized by the presence of the guest molecules. They are formed from pentagonal, hexagonal and square rings of water molecules connected at their edges and are characterized by the number and type of polygons forming the cage. The simplest cage consisting of 12 pentagonal faces is named the pentagon dodecahedron, abbreviated 5 12 . Methane clathrate crystallizes in the cubic I structure with space group Pm3n with a unit cell formed by six 5 12 6 2 and two 5 12 cages. 6, 7 Larger guest molecules require larger cages and lead to different crystal structures. Incorporation of methyl iodide clathrate for example leads to the cubic II structure with eight 5 12 6 4 and sixteen 5 12 water cages. 8 The dynamics of methane in the natural clathrate shows fundamentally interesting behavior. The large size of the cages allows for very anharmonic soft translational oscillations (rattling) and almost free rotation. At the lowest temperature the molecular motion was quantitatively described as single particle quantum rotation 9 in weak rotational potentials which differ slightly from cage to cage due to different arrangements of the hydrogen bonds of the cage surface. 10 Guided by the simplicity of 1D rotation we became interested in clathrates housing guest molecules containing methyl groups. They were expected to show quantum rotational dynamics of the CH 3 groups analoguously to the methane case. The spectra of 1D rotors can be analysed much more directly than the 3D dynamics of methane molecules. Indeed, new information on the complex potential surface of the only populated 5 12 6 4 cage could be obtained in the case of methyl iodide clathrate. 8 Three separated but overlapping tunneling bands were assigned to three different adsorption sites. Completely new information on the hydrogen bond dynamics on the cage surface were deduced by correlating the adsorption sites with the site dependent spin conversion times. This study shall now be extended to methyl fluoride clathrate. The smaller guest molecules cause the host lattice to crystallize like methane clathrate in the cubic I structure with space group Pm3n and lattice parameter a B 11.8 Å . As in methane clathrate large and small water cages are filled by guest molecules. The large cage of this structure is 5 12 6 2 and is shown by Fig. 1 . The location of the hexagons on opposite sides of the cage leads to a local but not a crystallographic sixfold symmetry. In the cubic II structure of methyl iodide clathrate the four hexagons of the larger 5 12 6 4 cages show a tetrahedral symmetry. Finally, the intermolecular interaction between host and guest molecules is changed. Fluorine is known in many systems to develop hydrogen bonds which may lead to new dynamic behavior.
Theory
Two different models will be used to discuss the spectra, the model of single particle rotation (SPM) and rotation translation coupling (RTC).
Single particle rotation
The standard description of rotational tunneling and quasielastic scattering is the SPM. The environment of the CH 3 group is represented by a rotational potential V (j). Due to the symmetry of the methyl group it is expressed in the form of a Fourier expansion of threefold symmetry up to order N
At low temperatures when the classical rotational jump dynamics is frozen this potential determines the excitations of the hindered quantum rotor as eigenvalues E i of the stationary single particle Schro¨dinger equation
Here B ¼ _ 2 /2Y ¼ 0.655 meV is the rotational constant of the methyl group with the moment of inertia Y. The tunnel splitting is the difference between the two lowest levels _o t ¼ E 1 À E 0 . The knowledge of further transitions to higher rotational states, E j À E i , must be known to refine the shape of the rotational potential.
High resolution neutron spectroscopy is an especially successful technique to observe the low energy transitions of weakly hindered rotors. For finite potential size especially the groundstate tunnel splitting _w t gives rise to a simple scattering function 9, 11 SðQ; oÞ
with momentum transfer Q and jump distance d. j 0 is the spherical Bessel function of 0-th order. In the case of CH 4 II it could be shown, 12 that the Q-dependence of a free rotor is very similar to that of a hindered tunneling species.
Classical jump reorientation at higher temperatures is characterized by a jump rate t $ 1 GðTÞ which for large barriers obeys usually an Arrhenius function with a characteristic activation energy E a . E a is calculated from eqns. (2) and (1). Stochastic reorientational jumps lead to quasielastic scattering with the neutron scattering function
Here the jump distance d is again identical with the protonproton distance of the methyl group. For weak or negligible barrier height the methyl dynamics is better described by rotational diffusion on a circle of radius r ¼ d= ffiffi ffi 3 p . This motion involves angular displacements of any distance. Therefore the scattering function
A n ðQrÞLðG n ; oÞ
contains an infinite number of Lorentzians L(G n ,o) with non analytical structure factors A n (Qr) and the rotational diffusion constant D R . D R increases proportional to temperature kT.
For details see refs. 9, 13 and 14. At small momentum transfers Q r 2 Å À1 as in our experiment only the term n ¼ 1 has a measurable structure factor A n { A 1 , n Z 2 and the scattering functions of jump rotation and rotational diffusion are formally identical. They differ mainly in the temperature dependence of the Lorentzian linewidth. This will be used below.
Rotation translation coupling
In an environment with lateral freedom a rotor may find a minimum energy path of rotation by correlated rotation and displacement of its centre-of-mass from the symmetry position. The corresponding motion is called rotation-translation coupling and was first solved for the case of Hofmann clathrates 14c where ammonia groups represent a threefold rotor in a fourfold environment. The Hamiltonian which characterizes the problem is
Here B com is the rotational constant of the whole molecule with respect to the centre of mass displaced from the centre of symmetry/rotation by a distance R. R is determined by the two parameters A 1 and A 2 defining the 2D potential surface. a is the angle of rotation of the centre of mass, the enviromental symmetry is m ¼ 4. Despite our cages show twofold, fivefold or sixfold symmetries corresponding to adsorption sites facing a hydrogen bond or the centre of a pentagon or the centre of a hexagon of the water cage we use the known mathematics for qualitative tests. The modification of eqn. (6) for symmetries m ¼ 2, 5 or 6 may be rather complex and requires a verification. This is a challenge for a theoretician.
Experimental results and discussion
All following data were obtained by neutron scattering. Instruments of the Institut Laue-Langevin, Grenoble, and of the Forschungszentrum Ju¨lich were used.
Sample preparation and characterization
The sample was prepared at the National Research Council of Canada. A detailed description of the preparation procedure is found in the literature. 14d Due to this procedure the sample may contain some amount of bulk methyl fluoride. This Fig. 1 The large 5 12 contamination was removed by warming up the sample to T ¼ 190 K after the cold transfer into the sample holder. The sample was kept at this temperature which is above the boiling point of methyl fluoride in an inert gas atmosphere for about 20 min. Since the kinetics for hydrate decomposition is much slower than boiling off of CH 3 F the procedure cleans the sample without damaging it.
As in the earlier publication 8 the measured librational phonon density of states is used to prove the formation of the clathrate. Spectra are taken using the thermal time-of-flight spectrometer SV29 at Forschungszentrum Ju¨lich 14e at various incoming wavelengths. The most interesting energy range up to 20 meV is shown in Fig. 2 . The band around 10 meV which is only found in clathrate samples and not in water ice is clearly visible. The librational phonon density of states is used here as an analytical tool only and shall not be discussed with respect to other better resolved spectra of related clathrates. [15] [16] [17] A comparison of spectra from an original sample with one exposed to the outlined temperature treatment showed almost no differences. This means at first that already the original material contained only negligible amounts of pure CH 3 F. Secondly this result proves the conservation of the clathrate structure during the boil-off procedure.
Single particle description
In this section the data are discussed within the model of single particle rotation. 9 The most overwhelming number of systems are successfully described by this concept. A characteristic spectrum is shown in Fig. 3 . The prominent peak has an almost triangular shape with a sharp edge at about 0.6 meV. The SPM Hamiltonian yields a sharp tunnel splitting for a given rotational potential. The broad triangular intensity distribution observed must therefore be due to the presence of different rotational potentials and environments. The high energy edge is very close to the rotational constant B ¼ 0.655 meV which may be called the tunnel splitting of a completely free rotor. The intensity is maximum close to this value. Thus, a majority of methyl groups feels only a very weak rotational potential. From the maximum the intensity decays almost exactly proportional to the energy transfer _o: I ¼ co. This means that the stronger the rotational barrier the rarer the corresponding environments.
The structure factors of the tunnel transitions are found to depend only very weakly on the shape and strength of the rotational potential. 12 Thus, the intensity distribution of the tunneling band I(o) can be converted 19 into a potential distribution function p(V) by
The Schro¨dinger eqn. (2) of the SPM yields _o t (V) and therefrom d hot dV . Very often rotational potentials are described by two terms of the Fourier expansion eqn. (1) . 11 In this case the function _o t (V) is represented by a 2D surface and a potential distribution function on this surface is characterized by four quantities, the most likely values V 30 and V 60 and corresponding spreads dV 30 and dV 60 .
In previous work the analysis of disorder is restricted to pure cos(3j) potentials and Gaussian distributions. 19, 20 Hence only V 30 and dV 30 play a role. For this case _o t (V 3 ) is given by the top thin solid line in Fig. 4 and delivers the derivative d hot dV 3 . Now we use the relation _o t (V 3 ) a second time directly since the measured intensity profile is found to be I B o. We assume for simplicity that this relation is valid up to the free rotor case. The numerically resulting potential distribution function p(V 3 ) is now given by the lower thick solid line of Fig. 4 . Its maximum is at about 3 meV. At V 3 ¼ 11 meV the probability p(V 3 ) is already reduced to about 10% of the maximum. The exploitation of the measured intensity distribution makes us free from assumptions on the potential distribution function p(V 3 ). The observed p(V 3 ) is rather unique. The distribution found for methane clathrate in the experiment and by numerical modelling 10 is Gaussian which is also the parametrization in the original paper. 19 As we will see below the rotational potential is of dominant sixfold symmetry. While all qualitative arguments are still valid, the relation _o t (V) and therewith the resulting potential distribution function change. The discussion of the dashed curves of Fig. 4 is postponed to Section 4 where we will include the effect of the potential shape on the potential distribution function by considering different cuts through the 2D surface _o t (V 3 , V 6 ). Especially the case of a constant sixfold potential term will be considered. Already in Fig. 3 but much clearer in the spectrum taken at a wavelength l ¼ 9.0 Å (Fig. 5 ) a wing of inelastic intensity close to the elastic line is observed. Since classical stochastic motion has died out at T ¼ 2 K we assign this intensity to a second quantum rotation related with a clearly different adsorption site. The solid line in the figure shows a fit of this part of the spectrum by a Gaussian intensity distribution. Due to a missing analytical description of the broad triangular band the intensities of the two distributions are compared numerically. Their ratio is roughly 3. This is the ratio of the number of large to small cages in the cubic I structure. Guided by the intensities of the two tunneling bands we assign the intense triangular band of little hindered rotors with guest molecules in the large cages (75%) of the cubic I structure and the weak band to its small cages (25%). Within the accuracy of the data the small cages are completely filled by CH 3 F guest molecules. This corresponds well to the case of the methane guest molecules with their similar size where the small cages are also all filled. 10 With this property both materials are somehow an exception. While the large cages of the structure are in general completely filled by guest molecules, the smaller cages may be only partly filled to stabilize the lattice. Therefore clathrates often are named non stoichiometric compounds.
Shorter intermolecular distances in the small cages increase the intermolecular interactions. As shown by pressure experiments this is in general connected with an increase of the rotational potentials. Methane clathrate is an example, however, where the small cages are described by similarly low barriers. 10 A high local symmetry may counteract the effect of shorter distances to the wall. Mathematical modelling is needed to identify such behavior. Unfortunately the necessary structural information for such calculations, the location of the fluor atoms, are not yet available for our compound.
At the sample temperature of T ¼ 2 K used in the experiment the excited tunneling state should be almost completely depopulated. The fact that we observe nearly the same intensity in energy gain as in energy loss shows that very long spin conversion times stabilize the excited tunneling E-state far from thermal equilibrium. With increasing sample temperature spin conversion becomes faster. The sample reaches thermal equilibrium only at temperatures characteristic of an intermediate situation between quantum mechanics and classical motion.
3.2.2
Transition from quantum mechanics to classics. The very interesting temperature regime where the quantum excitations transform into classical spectra according to the correspondance principle was only selectively explored. The main reason for this restriction is that the presence of disorder mixes in so many states that an evaluation of such spectra in the transition regime according to theory 21 can not give clear and quantitative results. Fig. 6 shows two characteristic spectra. While at a sample temperature T ¼ 30 K the inelasticity as a sign of quantum motion is still clearly visible in the broadened and shifted spectrum the data taken at T ¼ 40 K look already much more quasielastic and require a closer look to detect the reminiscence of quantum character. Only above T ¼ 50 K the classical regime seems to be reached. This temperature is found from fits with the classical scattering function. As with lowering the temperature an even weak inelasticity from quantum mechanics comes into play (cf. Fig. 7 ) the quasielastic linewidths starts to stay constant or even to broaden.
Classical reorientation.
Quasielastic spectra are shown in Fig. 8 . It was possible to model quasielastic spectra by a single Lorentzian reasonably well. Based on the observation of two energetically separated species of methyl rotors the quasielastic spectra are modelled by two Lorentzians leading to an improved quality of the fit. The intensity ratio of the two components is fixed to 3 : 1. This is expected from the numbers of large and small cages in the cubic I clathrate structure with all cages filled by guest molecules. The intensities of the tunneling bands support this assumption. To reduce further the number of fit parameters the total quasielastic intensity was fixed relative to the elastic intensity for temperatures T 4 60 K. Below this temperature quantum behavior affects the spectra. The final fit therefore contained in general only four free parameters, an overall intensity, the widths of the two quasielastic components and an overall offset. For T r 60 K the intensities of the elastic and quasielastic lines are fitted independently. Selected spectra (symbols) and corresponding fits (lines) are shown in Fig. 8 . The fitted linewidths are shown in Fig. 7 . While the statistical errors are small, there are significant systematic uncertainties. For example the results are very sensitive to the correction of the background. The background is linearly interpolated from two scans measured at temperatures of 10 K and 120 K. A change of the fit regime, too, modifies the extracted linewidths seriously. Uncertainties of the relative intensities of the two quasielastic lines due to nonstoichiometry have influence on the parameters. It is these systematic errors estimated from various fit procedures which are shown in Fig. 7 .
According to eqns. (4) and (5) rotational diffusion and jump reorientation are both represented by a single Lorentzian for the small momentum transfers accessible in the present experiment. In favour of rotational diffusion Fig. 7 shows a linear increase of the linewidths with temperature above T B 50 K. Below this temperature the shifting and broadening tunneling lines have not yet merged into the elastic line and thus cause an apparently increased linewidth. In a similar way methane clathrate shows clear features of the quantum character of rotation up to T B 70 K. 22 Thus, the spectra can only be interpreted classically at sample temperatures larger than the activation energies. Therefore the reorienting methyl group seems not to feel the corrugation of the potential surface. That is why the description with two Lorentzian fits so well. Even for this simplified description with the many restrictions applied to reduce the number of free fitting parameters the extracted parameters scatter largely depending on details of the corrections, ranges, weights etc. It will certainly be possible to describe the spectra consistently with a dynamical model generalized to a potential distribution function p(V 3 ) but it looks impossible to extract in this and similar cases of weak hindrance the underlying p(V 3 ) from quasielastic spectra. The reason is probably that the timescale of the dynamics changes much more slowly with varying potential strength as in the case of strong potentials. Such potentials are present in glassy materials where the shape of the potential distribution function was taken as known and where suitable parameters could model the experiment quantitatively. 19 If one bases a description on an activated Arrhenius type expression like eqn. (4) the broad linewidths of the majority species in the temperature regime 60 K r T r 90 K are consistent with an activation energy E a B 7.4 meV and a prefactor G 0 B 5 meV which is very reasonable for methyl groups. This result will be used in the next section.
3.2.4.
Excited rotational states and shape of the rotational potential. At reduced energy resolution the energy range of the IN5 spectrometer is extended to include transitions to higher rotational levels. Fig. 9 shows a doublet at about 2 meV which is attributed to the 1 -2 and 0 -2 transitions. The energies are shown in Table 1 . As required they are separated by the groundstate tunnel splitting of about 0.5 meV.
The single particle model makes predictions on the excited rotational states. Results of calculations for the sharp edge of the intensity distribution at _o t ¼ 525 meV are shown in Table  1 . A comparison of these values with the spectrum of Fig. 9 shows clearly that neither a pure threefold nor a pure sixfold rotational potential can explain the observed first excited level within the SPM. Only if the dominant Fourier term of the rotational potential is of sixfold symmetry but perturbed by an 8% contribution of threefold symmetry agreement with experiment can be obtained. The shape of the potential has to be taken into account when determining a potential distribution function. We start with the function _o t (V 3 , V 6 ) for the potential (V 3 , V 6 ) ¼ (0.9, 13) meV characterizing the edges of the rotational bands. Disorder may influence the potential strengths in various ways. Some limiting situations are considered: the most general case is represented by independent variations of V 3 or V 6 . It may also be, however, that the potential shape is retained: V 3 /V 6 ¼ constant. Calculations show that at constant V 3 ¼ 0.9 meV a distribution of V 6 reduces the energies of the excited rotational states 3 and 4 in disagreement with the experiment. Simultaneous changes of both, V 3 and V 6 , at the condition V 3 /V 6 ¼ const show more weakly a similar effect for weak potential but lead thereafter to the observed increasing energy of the excited librational levels 3 and 4. In this scenario the activation energies increase proportional to the overall potential strength V 3 þ V 6 to large values in disagreement with quasielastic scattering. A distribution of V 3 at almost constant V 6 gives the best agreement with experiment. It combines a reduction of the groundstate tunnel splitting with an increase of the excited librational levels 2 and 3 at almost constant activation energies. This latter result is in very good agreement with the successful description of the fast classical process by a single Lorentzian at all temperatures and an activation energy consistent with the calculated activation energy of 7.4 meV (Table 1) . Thus, it is largely by the asymmetry of the transition to the third rotational level that the shape of the rotational potential could be fixed.
The presence of the sixfold term of the rotational potential strongly modifies the potential distribution function calculated originally for pure cos(3j) potentials. The sixfold potential term is fixed to V 6 ¼ 13 meV as the best-but oversimplifiedapproximation to our data. The variation of the tunnel splitting with an increasing strength of V 3 calculated from eqn. (2) could be very accurately modelled by a logistic function
which is differentiable for all potential values V 3 . The parameters B 1 ¼ À559.2 meV, B 2 ¼ 13.607 meV, V 30 ¼ 3.917 meV and p ¼ 1.852 describe the evolution of the calculated tunnel splittings down to 20 meV really well (upper dashed curve of Fig. 4) . The potential distribution function is therefore also obtained analytically from eqn. (7). Compared to the first evaluation in a purely threefold potential the maximum is shifted to a lower value V 3 ¼ 1.5 meV and has a narrower halfwidth (lower dashed curve of Fig. 4) . A trivial symmetry contained in the rotational potential is that of the rotor. Additional symmetry of the adsorption site of the guest molecules may modify this symmetry. An obvious simple possibility to explain the almost sixfold potential is that the adsorption site itself has a sixfold symmetry axis. This is the case if the molecular symmetry axis coincides with the sixfold axis of the 5 12 6 2 cage. Less obvious is the second configuration where the molecular symmetry axis looks along a twofold axis of the cage. In this case the combination of the twofold site symmetry with the threefold molecular symmetry creates a sixfold potential. Six such twofold axes lie in the plane perpendicular to the sixfold axis and at half height through the middle of two opposite hydrogen bonds of the cage (see Fig. 1 ). A decision between these two possibilities is based on the interpretation of the spectra from methyl iodide clathrate. 8 In this material three adsorption sites and an influence of the hydrogen bond dynamics on the spin conversion times is observed. This observation could only be explained by an orientation of the guest molecule along a twofold axis. Due to the similarity of methyl iodide and methyl fluoride we adopt this interpretation for methyl fluoride clathrate. (In the meantime a proposal is accepted to measure the crystal structure of methyl fluoride clathrate to prove the above conclusion independently.)
An interesting question concerns the difference of the water cages in the cubic I and cubic II clathrate structures. No rattling mode is found in CH 3 F possibly due to stronger hydrogen bonds with the fluorine. No spin conversion could be observed within the time resolution of the experiment despite the hydrogen bonds connecting hexagons with pentagons are present. These short bonds were made responsible for conversion in the case of methyl iodide clathrate. 8 However, individual bonds cannot be distinguished in the continuous smooth potential distribution. Despite the larger 5 12 6 4 cage the methyl groups of CH 3 I are more strongly hindered as those of CH 3 F in 5 12 6 2 cages. The stronger reduction in size of the guest molecule is the most likely reason for this shift. Another possible explanation is an increased local symmetry. In the case of methane the softer potential of guest molecules in the small cages was attributed to the higher symmetry of the smaller cage. 17 Such an environment weakens or cancels the Fourier terms of low order. These questions cannot be answered on the basis of the actual data. At least a crystal structure determination of the quality of methane clathrate 17 is needed for further understanding.
Alternative explanations
The achieved consistency of the single particle model with experiment is not a proof of the model. Therefore we consider here another established dynamical behavior: The large cage volume available in a clathrate for a guest molecule may allow coupled translation and rotation of the latter. The theory of this rotation translation coupling (RTC) is quantitatively developed. In the present case RTC can almost exactly reproduce the edge energies of the observed excited torsional state (Table 1) . We exploit the effect of disorder to further test the model. If RTC is the correct description of rotational dynamics it should be able to describe the broadened tunneling bands by smooth changes of the potential parameters around the characteristic values. The Hamiltonian eqn. (6) contains two potential parameters. A 1 is characteristic of a single particle barrier, A 2 determines mainly the centre-of-mass motion. We have calculated the response of the excitation energies to small changes of both quantities. A reduced splitting of the two lowest levels is most easily obtained by increasing A 2 at constant A 1 . The change of the relative strengths of the potential parameters influences the excentricity r of the centre-of-mass motion according to r B (A 2 /A 1 ) 1/2 . However, contrary to the description by the SPM a decrease of the groundstate tunnel splitting is always connected with a decrease of the energy of the third rotational level. This is inconsistent with the observation of the sharp high energy edge of the 0 -1 and the sharp low energy edge of the 1 -2 transition.
An astonishing relation between the two observed rotor levels is their ratio E 02 /E 01 B 4. This is the ratio characteristic of a free rotor. However, the rotational constant belonging to the rotational energies differ to that of an unperturbed methyl group. A possible way to explain such sequences of apparently free rotor levels with a characteristic energy different from the literature value of the rotational constant B is based on geometrical changes of the rotor by interaction with its environment. In our case a reduced rotational constant of the methyl group compresses all free rotor levels while maintaining the characteristic J 2 sequence of levels, J being the rotational quantum number. At such conditions disorder of pure cos(3j) potentials creates the right asymmetry of the transition bands. Both, an increase of the distance of the methyl protons from the axis of rotation or a change of the tetrahedral F-C-H angle towards 901 reduce B. The largest deformation of the molecule is given by a plane CH 3 group. The corresponding reduction of the rotational constant by 11% can not reduce the free rotor levels sufficiently however, to make the levels coincide with the experiment. In any case it is difficult to imagine that external forces can achieve such strong deformations while keeping the rotational potential close to zero.
Rotation of ammonia adsorbed as a submonolayer on magnesium oxide 23 or of methyl groups in the calix [4] arene : p-xylene 1 : 1 complex inclusion compound 24 have been explained by RTC. In the latter material no disorder is found. The lack of a hydrogen bond network leads in this case to long range periodicity of all atoms of the structure. In the methyl fluoride clathrate this periodicity exists only for the oxygen atoms. Thus we can conclude that the availability of 2 hydrogen sites in the O-HÁ Á ÁO bond is the cause of the disorder. Consistently all inclusion compounds with a hydrogen bonded cage network like methane clathrates 10 or methyl iodide clathrate 8 show broad tunneling bands. Future ab initio calculations similar to those for the case of methane clathrate 17 shall quantify this conclusion for the present system.
Conclusion
High resolution neutron scattering is found to give precise structural and dynamical information on guest molecules confined in water cages. The water host lattice of methyl fluoride clathrate is formed by two types of cages. The presence of 2 separated tunneling bands of different intensities shows that both cages contain CH 3 F molecules. The lower intensity of the low energy tunneling band shows that the minority species fill all 25% small 5 12 cages and experience the stronger rotational potential. 75% of the molecules house the 5 12 6 2 cages and perform almost free rotation. Consistently, quasielastic spectra are perfectly described by two Lorentzians of intensity ratio 3 : 1, the which is observed in the tunneling spectrum. However, no signs of disorder are visible in the quasielastic spectra.
The most detailed results are related to the majority CH 3 F species filling the large 5 12 
6
2 cages. The combined analysis of the two lowest rotor transitions show that the dominant potential term has sixfold symmetry V 6 ¼ 13 meV modified by a weak threefold term V 3 ¼ 0.9 meV. It is proposed that the sixfold symmetry is due to an orientation of the symmetry axis of CH 3 F molecule towards a hydrogen bond as in methyl iodide clathrate. 8 The combination of the respective threefold and twofold symmetries creates the sixfold potential.
Broad tunneling bands show the presence of disorder. Compared to other inclusion compounds a water clathrate is distinguished by its hydrogen bonds. The multitude of different realizations of the hydrogen bond network of a cage consistent with the ice rules are the origin of disorder. Contrary to the CH 3 I clathrate there is no specific influence of the potential landscape of the cage surface on the rotational potential. The effects average out to a single intensity profile. The tunneling intensity increases linearly with energy transfer and shows a sharp cut-off close to the free rotor energy. The underlying potential distribution function p(V 3 , V 6 ) has to reproduce the almost constant low activation energy observed by quasielastic spectroscopy. p(V 3 , V 6 ) is obviously centered around the above potential values with almost constant V 6 and disorder mainly concentrated in the variation of the weak V 3 term. A heuristic analytical expression of p(V 3 , V 6 ¼ 13 meV) is presented.
Rotation translation coupling observed in other cage structures can be excluded because disorder leads to the wrong asymmetry of the excited librational band.
To confirm the above results by numerical modelling a structure determination is needed. A corresponding proposal is accepted.
